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1. INTR~DU~U~N 
The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate the power of generating 
functions in noncommuting variables for systematically developing some of 
the main results about the enumeration of lattice paths, including new 
generalizations. Our approach, the method of formal schema, introduced 
in [5, 61, provides an invariant formalism for deriving generating functions 
in finite or countably many variables, for the enumeration of combinatorial 
objects directly from algorithms which generate these objects. Formal 
schema are an outgrowth of Polya’s idea of picture writing and the work of 
Schutzenberger and his school on context-free languages (see [5l for 
references). Note that our terminology is sometimes slightly different than 
that of [5, 61. 
A lattice path of length n is a sequence of n + 1 points, 
(0, 01, (1, S,), . . . , (n, $1, in R2, where the Si are integers such that Si+r = 
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FIGURE 1 .I 
Si * 1, for i = 0, 1, . . . , n - 1. We also represent the path as a polygonal 
curve in the plane whose edges are the line segments connecting (i, Si> to 
(i + 1, Si+,> (see Fig. 1.1.). The point (O,O> is a lattice path of length zero. 
We will also use the notation X = {xi, x2,. . . , x,,}, where xi = Si - S,-i 
= k 1, for a lattice path ( + 1 represents a step up in the path and - 1 a 
step down). 
Lattice paths play the role of sample points in studying simple random 
walks and much of the current interest in their enumeration comes from 
the fluctuation theory of random walks. Many of the results we will derive 
generalize results, derived by more elementary methods, in Feller 
[2, Chap. 31. We omit a proof of the Chung-Feller equidistribution 
theorem, which is derived by the method of formal schema in [61. See 
Narayama [9] and Mohanty [lo] for lattice path studies based on bijective 
methods, Goulden and Jackson [7] for a treatment based on classical 
generating function methods, and Stanton and White 1111 for recent 
results that are not primarily motivated by probability theory. 
In Section 2, we review a bijection between lattice paths and plane 
trees, which is basic to our approach, and, in Section 3, we review the 
method of formal schema in the context of counting lattice paths. Then we 
treat a variety of topics and, in the last section, comment on some 
generalizations. For typographical convenience, we often use C(n, k> to 
denote binomial coefficients. 
2. TREES AND THE PATH-TREE BIJECTION 
We review the bijection between rooted plane trees and a class of lattice 
paths (see [5] for more details). A rooted plane tree is a rooted unlabeled 
tree, in which the edges emanating from each vertex (moving away from 
the root) are given an order, i.e., we designate a first edge, a second edge, 
and so on. An example is a family tree where the relative ages of the 
offspring of a person (vertex) define the order of the edges. Such a tree 
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FIGURE 2.1 
can always be drawn in the plane, with a clockwise ordering of the edges 
emanating from any vertex (corresponding to the ordering in the combina- 
torial definition) which can be designated by taking the leftmost edge 
emanating from a vertex as the first edge and ordering the other edges 
clockwise (see Fig. 2.1, where, for now only, the order of the edges 
emanating from each vertex is labeled). 
A lattice path of length 2n is closed (or is a return path) if S,, = 0. A 
path of length k is positive if Si 2 0, 1 I i 5 k. For each rooted plane 
tree, we construct a positive closed path, as illustrated in Fig. 2.2. Begin- 
ning at the root, we traverse the contour of the tree, starting with the 
leftmost edge. The lattice path starts at (O,O>. Each time we traverse an 
edge of the tree moving away from the root, we add a new segment to the 
lattice path going up (increase the ordinate of the next point by one), and 
each time we traverse an edge moving in toward the root, we add a 
segment going down (decrease the ordinate by one). 
It is easy to see that this construction sets up a bijection, the path-tree 
bijection, between all rooted plane trees and all positive closed paths, 
where a tree with IZ edges corresponds to a path of length 2n (each edge is 
traversed twice by the contour). Hence, counting positive closed paths is 
equivalent to counting rooted plane trees. 
We will use this bijection to count paths with additional restrictions. 
Thus, for example, the set of positive first return paths of length 2n 
(positive, closed, S, # 0, S, # 0,. . . , S,,- i # 0) corresponds to the set of 
rooted plane trees with 12 vertices whose roots have degree one (one edge 
emanating from the root). 
FIGURE 2.2 
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3. FORMAL SCHEMA AND TREES 
We review the theory of formal schema, a recursive method for deriving 
generating functions in a finite or countable set of noncommuting symbols, 
by counting positive closed paths. For more details of the general theory 
and non-lattice path examples see Goldman [5, 61. 
We use the following set of steps: 
(a) Each positive closed path with 2n steps corresponds to a tree with 
II edges, by the path-tree bijection. Each such tree is represented as a 
word (a finite monomial in noncommuting variables) in a free monoid on a 
countable set of generators, in such a way that the property by which we 
wish to count (in this case, the number of steps in the path or twice the 
number of edges in the tree) is coded into the “multiplicative structure” of 
the monoid. 
(b) A set of substitution rules is given which generates the set W of 
words in the monoid which correspond to positive closed paths. 
Cc) An equation is derived from the substitution rules one of whose 
solutions, in the ring of formal power series over the monoid, is fD = 
c w. WGW 
(d) A homomorphism is constructed which maps our monoid to a 
commutative monoid (in this case, generated by one symbol x) such that 
the induced map on power series maps fo to the desired generating 
function D(X). Then D(X) satisfies the equation obtained by applying the 
homomorphism to the equation for D and we solve the latter equation. 
The idea behind representing trees by words in a monoid is a slight 
generalization of the well-known bijection between trees and systems of 
parentheses. 
Let M(G) be the free monoid generated by the countable set G = 
It, ), (,, It = 1,2 , . . .I. Our substitution rules are 
D + (nD”), n = 1,2 ,..., 
(1) 
D + t, 
where D” = DD . * . D means D is repeated n times. The monoid 
together with the substitution rules is called a formal schema, in this 
example the D-schema. The elements of G are called terminal symbols 
and D is a variable symbol. 
A word w E M(G) is derivable from the substitution rules if there exists 
a sequence of words in the free monoid M(G U {D}), wO = D, 
Wl,...,W,-1,W, = w, such that w~+~ is derived from wi by replacing the 
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leftmost occurrence of D in wi by the right-hand side of any substitution 
rule. We call the sequence a derivation sequence and often write 
For example, (,(,tt)t(,t)> is derived by 
The parsing tree of this derivation is shown in Fig. 3.la and, ignoring 
the labels on the vertices, we have a rooted plane tree (Fig. 3.lb--the 
broken edge marks the root and is not part of the tree). The tree is 
constructed as follows. The initial point of the broken edge is labeled D 
and its endpoint, which will be the root of the tree, is labeled (,DDD); this 
corresponds to the right-hand side of the first substitution rule, D + 
(,DDD), used in the first step of the derivation. The leftmost edge 
emanating from the first D in (,DD) corresponds to the substitution 
D + (,DD) in the second step of the derivation. The leftmost edge 
emanating from the first D in (,DD) corresponds to the substitution 
D + t in the third step of the derivation, and so on (Fig. 3.2 shows the 
construction of the tree). 
The parsing tree in Fig. 3.la can be reconstructed from the tree in Fig. 
3.lb by labeling each vertex with a pair of parentheses, inserting k D’s 
between these parentheses, where k is the number of edges emanating 
from the vertex, and subscripting the left parenthesis with k and then 
adding a vertex labeled D with a broken edge connecting it to the root. 
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Hence the term “parsing tree” will be used to refer to either tree in 
Fig. 3.1. 
Since each step in the construction of the tree represents a substitution 
in the derivation, we can reconstruct the derivation sequence from the tree 
and we have a bijection between derivation sequences and parsing trees of 
these derivations, Moreover, a word in our schema determines its deriva- 
tion sequence, since beginning with the outermost parentheses and work- 
ing our way in from left to right we can reconstruct the derivation 
sequence by writing down pairs of parentheses and occurrences of t, one 
at a time. Thus, e.g., (3(2tt)t(lt)) yields (,I --, (s(,)) -+ (&,tN + C3($t)) 
--$ (&tt)t) + (&&t(J) -+ (3(2tt)t(lt)), which determines the derivation 
sequence in an obvious way. Hence there is a bijection between derivable 
words and their derivation sequences; i.e., our schema is unambiguous in 
the sense that every derivable word has only one derivation sequence. 
Putting these bijections together, 
(rooted plane trees} ++ (parsing trees, with labels} 
++ {derivation sequences} 
++ {derivable words}, 
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we see that there is a bijection between the set of rooted planar trees and 
the set W of all words derivable from our schema. Hence we have 
represented our trees as words in a free monoid and have given a set of 
substitution rules which generate these tree words. 
Our next step is to set up a formal equation in the variable D so that 
fD = c wEW~, the sum of the tree words, is a solution. The equation 
D = t + ($) + (,DD) + (pm) + 0-a 
= t + 2 (p), (2) 
n=l 
is formed by setting the left-hand side equal to D and the right-hand side 
equal to the sum of all the words in M(G u ID}) which appear on the 
right-hand side of the substitution rules (1). Ehuation (2) is called the 
equation of the schema. 
To see that fD is a solution of (21, i.e., 
cw = I + (Jw) + (*CwCw) + .** ) (3) 
we first note that each tree word appears exactly once on the left-hand 
side of the equation. For the right-hand side, we look at the derivation of 
a tree word w. The first substitution in the derivation is of the form 
D + (,D”), for some n, and hence w  is of the form (n~1~2 * * * w,). This 
word appears exactly once in the term (,Cw * . * Cw) on the right-hand 
side of (31, and in no other terms, and therefore Cw is a solution of (2). 
Equation (2) can be regarded as a symbolic representation of the decom- 
position of the set of all rooted plane trees according to the degree of the 
root vertex, viz, (,Cw * * * Cw) represents all parsing trees with n edges 
incident to the root. 
We now find an expression for dz,, the number of positive closed paths 
of length 2n, by deriving the generating function D(x) = Cz=Od2n~2n. By 
the path-tree bijection, d,, is also the number of rooted plane trees with 
n edges. The occurrence of a left parenthesis (, in a tree word w  
corresponds to a vertex of outdegree n in the parsing tree of w  and we 
want each edge to count twice in enumerating paths. Hence if we apply 
the standard homomorphism cp of M(G) into MC(x)), defined by 
(n -+x*n, ) --t 1, t + 1, 
to w, we see that cp(w) = x*~, where k is the number of edges in the 
parsing tree of w. 
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Under the induced map on power series, we see that cp(f,) = D(x) 
satisfies the image of Eq. (2), viz., 
D(x) = 1 + 2 XZW(X)n = 
1 
n=l 1 - X%(X) 
(4a) 
or 
D(x) = 1 + x2D(x)2. 
Solving this quadratic equation for D(x), we have 
1*G-P 
D(x) = zx2 = 
1 * i (li2)( -4x2)” 
n=O 
2x2 (4b) 
Since the solution corresponding to the positive sign has a 1/x2 term 
(and negative coefficients), D(x) is the solution with the negative sign. 
Recalling that, for IZ > 0, C<i, n> = (- l)“-‘C(2n - 2, II - l>/(n22”-‘> 
and C<i,O> = 1, we see that 
D(x) = 2 +-p, 
n=o n + 1 
and, hence, 
(5) 
The equation 
D(x) - 1 =x%2(x), (6) 
where D(x) - 1 is the generating function for positive closed paths of 
positive length, will often be used to simplify other generating functions, 
Note that, by reflection in the x-axis, d,, also counts negative closed paths 
of length 2n (S, I 0,. . . , Szn-, I 0, S,, = 0). 
The power of using series in a countable number of noncommuting 
symbols is that it gives a method for deriving ordinary generating functions 
in several variables, according to the quantities we wish to count. 
For example, suppose that we want to calculate m2,, k, the number of 
positive closed paths of length 2n with k local maxima (i is a local 
maxima if Sip1 < Si > Si+,). In the D-schema for positive closed paths, 
the number of occurrences of t in a word equals the number of terminal 
vertices (outdegree zero) of its associated parsing tree, which, by the 
path-tree bijection, is the number of local maxima in the corresponding 
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path. Therefore, if we define the homomorphism y by 
then r(&) = M(x, y) = Cm2,,k~2nyk. Applying y to Eq. (2), we see that 
M(xy) satisfies 
M(X,Y) =Y + 
X2M(X, Y) 
1 - X%(X, y) * 
We will solve this equation in Section 8. Other examples using generating 
functions in several variables to count lattice paths will be given in 
subsequent sections and we refer to Goldman [5, 61 for other combinato- 
rial examples. 
Note that the D-schema represents positive closed paths and that the 
choice of appropriate homomorphisms allowed us to derive different types 
of information from this schema. 
The schema for counting positive closed paths involved one variable 
symbol D; in counting other classes of trees and paths we often need more 
variables. We illustrate by counting positive first return paths (S, > 
0 ,...,L1 > o,s,, = 0). Positive first return paths correspond, under 
the path-tree bijection, to trees with root degree one, and we count the 
latter. To generate words whose parsing trees have root degree one, we 
use the schema formed by taking the same set G of terminal symbols as 
for the D-schema and adding the substitution rule 
with variable symbol F+, to the rules of the D-schema. 
To derive words, we first fix one of the variable symbols, in this case F+, 
to be called the initial symbol. A derivation of a word w  is a sequence, 
w,, = F+, wl,. . . , w, = w, of words in M(G U {D, F+}), where G is as in 
the D-schema, such that wi+i is derived from wi by replacing the leftmost 
occurrence of a variable in wi by the right-hand side of a substitution rule 
in which the variable appears on the left. Now we extend our definition of 
a formal schema having more than one variable symbol to consist of the 
free monoid together with the substitution rules and the initial symbol. 
The initial symbol is always the first term in a derivation sequence. We call 
the schema for positive first return paths the F+-schema and, in general, 
we use the initial symbol to name a schema. It is easy to prove, just as for 
the D-schema, that every derivable word has exactly one derivation, i.e., 
the F+-schema is unambiguous. We shall assume that the Fi-schema and 
all other schema to be used in this paper are unambiguous. The proofs are 
similar to that for the D-schema. 
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Every word derived from the P-schema is of the form (iw’), where w’ 
is a word of the D-schema, since a derivation begins with F++ (,D), 
followed by the substitutions of the D-schema. Thus the word 
(1(3(2ft)t(lt))) is derived by beginning with F++ (,D) followed by the 
derivation of (,(,tt>t(,t>>. The parsing tree of w  (Fig. 3.3) is obtained from 
that of w’ (Fig. 3.1) by adding a single edge at the root of the tree for w’ 
and changing the root as shown. 
Hence we see that the parsing tree of a word in the P-schema is a tree 
with root degree one, and conversely, every such tree is the parsing tree of 
a word. The equations of this schema, 
F+= ($), 
D = t + i (,D”), (7) 
n=l 
are formed by setting the left-hand side equal to a variable symbol and the 
right-hand side equal to the sum of all words on the right-hand side of all 
substitution rules beginning with the variable symbol. 
If we let fF+ be the sum of all words derivable from the P-schema and 
fD the sum of all words derivable from the same set of substitution rules, 
but using D as the initial symbol (which in this case is the same as the fr, 
of the D-schema), then F+= fF + and D = fn are a solution set of Eq. (7) 
(see 151 for more details). 
To count parsing trees, we again use the standard homomorphism cp 
and, as before, cp(w) = x2k, where k is the number of edges in the parsing 
tree of w. Taking the induced homomorphism on power series, we have 
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rp(fF+) = F+(x) = C~=&~x2* and rp(f,) = D(x), where f,, is the num- 
ber of rooted plane trees with root degree one and II edges (and also the 
number of positive first return paths of length 2n), and D(x) is the 
generating function derived earlier. F+(x) and- D(x) satisfy 
F+(x) = x2D( x) 
D(x) = 1+ 5 X2w(Xy, 
n=l 
the image of Eqs. (7) under cp. By Eqs. (4b) and (8a), we see that 
F+(x) = 
1-\/1-4x2 
2 
and 
f;n=d2,-2=1 “,“-; = l 2,” . 
n ( 1 2(2n - 1) ( 1 
(8a> 
(8b) 
Pa) 
(9b) 
Equation (9b) expresses the well-known bijection between positive closed 
paths of length 2n and positive first return paths of length 2n + 2 which is 
given by the rule: “add an up step to the beginning and a down step to the 
end of a positive closed path,” viz. 
{$...,-4 t,{+Lx, ,... ,XZn, -1). 
By reflection in the x-axis, fi:, also equals f;,,, the number of negative first 
return paths of length 2n (St < 0,. . . , S2n-1 < 0, S,, = 0). And so for 
f2,,, the number of first return paths of length 2n (S, # 0,. . . , S,,- 1 # 
0, S,, = 01, we have 
f2n =fln +fGl= A($). 
One useful counting technique is to decompose paths into sets which 
have already been counted. We can carry out this decomposition at the 
schema level by considering several schema which generate various com- 
ponents of the decomposition. We illustrate this by giving a fancy proof of 
the trivial fact that rtn, the number of closed paths of length 2n, equals 
C(2n, n). 
A closed path can be decomposed into a finite sequence of positive or 
negative first return paths where the endpoint of one first return path is 
glued to the initial point of the next first return path (Fig. 3.4). This gives a 
bijection between return paths and all such sequences of first return paths. 
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The F+-schema generates words representing positive first returns and can 
also be used (by reflection) to represent negative first returns. So if we use 
the variable symbol F- in place of F+ and superscript all other symbols 
in the substitution rules for the F+-schema with a minus sign, we have the 
F--schema for negative first returns. 
Now form the R-schema for return paths by adding the substitution 
rules, 
R + F+R, R -+ F-R, R -+ t, (10) 
to the rules for the F+ and F--schema. The rules (10) generate a 
sequence of F+ ‘s and F-3 which, after substitution by the rules of the 
F+ and F--schema, yield words of the form w  = w1w2 . . . w,t, where wi 
corresponds to a positive or negative first return. Hence by the above 
bijection w  represents a return path. 
If we extend the standard homomorphism to a homomorphism q’, by 
mapping 
(, -+x*n, >- + 1, t--t 1, 
then q’(w) = x*~, where w  corresponds to a closed path of length 2n. cp’ 
applied to the sum of the words fR of the R-schema yields (p’(fR) = R(x) 
= C;=0r2nX*n. The image of the equation 
R = F+R + F-R + t, 
formed from the rules (lo), is 
R(x) = F+(x)R(x) + F-(x)R(x) + 1. 
Since F-(x) = F+(x), C( - i, n) = (- 1)“2-2”C(2n, n) for n > 0, and 
C( - i, 0) = 1, we have 
1 
R(x) = 1 - 2F+(x) (11) 
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We also write the substitution rules of the R-schema as 
R + F+R I F-R 1 t, 
where the vertical bar denotes “or.” We will routinely use this compact 
notation. 
Warning. Our homomorphisms must always satisfy the condition that 
the pre-image of any element is a finite set; otherwise, the induced map on 
power series is not well defined. 
4. BALLOT PATHS, MARKED TREES, AND LAURENT SERIES 
Our second building block for studying general lattice paths is a ballot 
path of length n (S, # 0, S, # 0,. . . , S, # 0). Then we will construct a 
general path by pasting together sequences of first returns followed by a 
ballot path (Fig. 4.1). 
Although counting ballot paths from (0,O) to (n, m) is easily done by 
elementary methods (see [2]), we derive the result using schema so as to fit 
it into our general approach and illustrate an interesting application of 
formal Laurent series. The corresponding generating functions will be the 
key to deriving other statistics. Since reflection in the x-axis yields a 
bijection between positive ballot paths (Si > 0, i > 0) and negative ballot 
paths (Si < 0, i < 01, we restrict our attention to the former. 
If x = {Xl,. . .) x,J is a positive ballot path ending at (n, m), i.e., 
S, = m, then X is the initial subsequence of infinitely many positive first 
return paths (x1,. . .,x,, x,+r,. . . , xn+J, where S,,, = 0. Among these 
paths we choose the one of minimal length, which is clearly 
F= (XI,...,X,, -1, -l,..., -I}, 
which ends with m -1’s (Fig. 4.2). The correspondence X ti X is a 
bijection between positive ballot paths ending at (n, m) and positive first 
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returns at n + m, whose last m steps are equal to - 1. Since return paths 
have even length, let m + II = 2k. 
By the path-tree bijection, each x corresponds to a rooted plane tree T 
with k edges and root degree one (Fig. 3.3). However, a given T may come 
from several ballot paths, since the tree does not determine the number m 
(Fig. 4.3). To overcome this problem and set up a bijection between all 
positive ballot paths (of any length) and a set of trees, we must add some 
information to the tree. One way is to consider pairs CT, m), where the 
integer 112 tells us which end segment of the closed path corresponding to 
T we should delete. In fact we use this idea in a more geometric way that 
fits in with the generation of trees by schema. 
In the path-tree bijection, as we traverse the tree, each edge is doubly 
traversed (on its right and left sides). However, if we traverse a tree with 
root degree one and construct the corresponding path step by step, and we 
stop our traverse at some vertex on the rightmost contour of the tree, the 
corresponding path is a positive ballot path. We mark those edges on the 
right contour that are only singly traversed with a dashed line and call 
such a tree a marked tree. Hence the singly traversed edges yield one step 
in the corresponding lattice path and the other edges yield two steps. All 
----- > Y 
FIGURE 4.3 
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other edges are doubly traversed. Now the problem indicated in Fig. 4.3 
disappears and we have a bijection, the generalized path-tree bijection, 
between all positive ballot paths and all marked trees, where a tree with k 
edges and m marked edges corresponds to a ballot path ending at 
(2k - m, m) (Fig. 4.4). 
Hence we seek a schema whose words will represent marked trees. Note 
that the rightmost edge emanating from the root of a marked tree must be 
marked since, by definition, a ballot path is not closed. Moreover, the only 
place in the tree where a marked edge can occur is as the rightmost edge 
emanating from the vertex of a marked edge (Fig. 4.5). 
We use the following P-schema to generate marked trees: 
S -(n”FIS) ( (;D’) 1 t, n = 1,2,3 ,..., 
D +I”) 1 t, n = 1,2,3 ,... . 
The fact that words derivable from this schema represent marked trees is 
best illustrated with an example. (Note that the S’s and D’s appearing as 
e can be marked or not f is not marked, so e is not marked 
FIGURE 4.5 
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i 
superscripts are part of a left parenthesis symbol and are not variables for 
which substitution can be made). 
The word (f(stt>) is derived by the substitutions 
The parsing tree of this derivation is shown in Fig. 4.6a. We mark the 
rightmost edge emanating from each vertex whose label includes <f or (g 
(Fig. 4.6b). 
We want to derive the generating function 
B+(~,Y) = c c b;,,$‘Y, 
n=l m=l 
where b,+,,, is the number of positive ballot paths to the point (n, m). To 
do this we need a homomorphism 8 of our monoid to the free commuta- 
tive monoid A({x, y}) in two commuting variables x and y, such that for 
any word w  generated by the schema, NW) = x”ym, where the ballot path 
corresponding to the marked parsing tree of w  ends at (n, m). The 
occurrence of a symbol <f or <r in the corresponding word indicates the 
existence of i - 1 or i, respectively, unmarked edges in the tree, each of 
which contributes two steps to the ballot path, one up and one down, and 
does not affect the final height of the path. A marked edge is encoded by a 
symbol <f in the word and this edge contributes one step up to the ballot 
path, and thus counts as + 1 in computing the final height of the path. 
Therefore the homomorphism 8, defined by 
(D +=x2i, (; +P-ly, ) -a 1, t + 1, 
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FIGURE 4.7 
satisfies our requirements. Thus, e.g., e((f(gtt)>) = (xyXx3y) = x4y2 and 
the corresponding path (Fig. 4.7) ends at (4,2). 
The equations of the B+-schema are 
B+= (;S), 
s = 5 (.“D9) + g (Ron) + t, 
n=l n=l 
D = e (fDn) + t 
n=l 
and, applying 8 to the schema, we see that B+(x, y) = O(fs+), Sk, y) = 
e(f,), and D(x) = O(fo) satisfy 
B+(x, Y) = xyS(x, Y), (14 
S(X,Y) = 2 x*-lyS(X, y)D(x)“~’ + i x*“D(x)~ + 1, (lb) 
n=l n=l 
D(x) = i X*“D(Xy + 1. (lc> 
n=l 
Note that O(fD) is a function of one variable x, since any word derived 
from the initial symbol D does not contain the symbol <f. 
From Eq. (lc), we see that D(n) is the generating function for positive 
closed paths, derived in Section 4. Using Eq. (1~) to simplify (lb) yields 
S(x,y) =xyS(x,y) t x-)D(x)n-l + D(x) 
n=l 
xyqx, Y> 
= 1 - x*D(x) + D(x) 
which, by Eq. (3.4a), gives 
S(X,Y) =xyqx,Y)qx) +DD(x). 
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and 
B+(x,y) =xyqx,Y) = xyD(x) 
1 - xyD(x) . Pa) 
In order to compute b&, the coefficient of x”ym in B+(x, y), we 
consider B+(x, y) as an element of Q(<y>>[x], the ring of the formal 
power series in x whose coefficients are the formal Laurent series in y 
with rational coefficients (only a finite number of negative powers of y are 
allowed). This extension to Laurent series allows more freedom of manip- 
ulation (see [4]). 
Since (1 - (x/y)D(x)) is invertible in Q((y))l[xj, we have 
VW) 1 - (x/y)D(x) 
B+(x’y) = 1 -xyD(x) 1 - (x/y)D(x) = 
xy - x*D(x) 
1 -X(Y + l/Y)’ 
(2b) 
where we have used Eq. (3.4a) to simplify. The coefficient of x” in 
B+k Y) = il (Ig?kY”jX” 
is a polynomial in y and thus B+(x, l/y) E Q((y>>[x]. But there are no 
positive powers of y in any term of B+(x, l/y); hence B+(x, y) and 
(B+(x, Y> - B+(x, l/y)) h ave the same coefficients for positive powers of 
Y. By Eq. (2b), 
B+(x, Y) - B+(x,~/Y) = 
X(Y - l/Y) 
1 -X(Y + l/Y) 
and this is easily expanded to give 
B+(x,y) - B+(x,l/y) = 2 2 ;( &+Y- 
n=l m=l 
(3) 
where C(n, $r + m>> is defined to be zero unless n = m (mod 2) and 
Iml 5 n. 
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Hence, restricting to positive powers of y in the above expansion, we 
have 
ifn=m(mod2),O<m<n 
otherwise 
It is well known and easily derivable by elementary methods [21 that 
(Pnvm 
= C(n,(n f m)/2) is the total number of lattice paths ending at 
n, ), where m may be positive, negative, or zero (here, we again take 
the binomial coefficient to be zero when it + m is odd). The generating 
function P(x, y) = C~=,C~= -npn,m~“ym, as a Laurent series, is given by 
1 
P(X,Y> = 
1 -X(Y + l/Y) * 
(4) 
This is easily derived using the schema 
P+(+l)P I (-l)P I t, 
where a derived word, such as w  = ( + 1X - 1X - 1X - 1X + 1) corresponds 
to the lattice path with steps that go up, down, down, down, and up. 
Applying the homomorphism p, defined by 
(+1) +-v, (-1) -w-‘9 t -+ 1, 
to W, we see that p(w) = (xyXxy-l>(xy-‘Xxy-‘Xxy) = x’y-’ and, in- 
deed, the corresponding path ends at (5, - 1). Note that since p(- 1) 
involves negative powers, p(fP) is a Laurent series. 
By Eqs. (3) and (4), we see that 
B+(x, Y> - B+(x, l/Y) = (xy - -uY)P(& Y) 
and, equating coefficients of xnym, for m > 0, we have 
b&n = ~n-l,m-1 - ~n-l,rn+l, 
which can also be proved by elementary methods. 
In later sections it will also be useful to decompose B+(x, y) into a sum 
of an odd function and an even function, with respect to the variable x, 
B+(x, y) = B&(x, y) + B,&,(x, y). An immediate computation yields 
4&&~ Y> = 
x*y*D*( x) 
1 - x*y*D*(X) ’ 
&L&Y) = 
xyD(x) 
1 - x*y*D*( x) . 
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Note that since in any term axky’ of B+(x, y), k and 1 have the same 
parity, B&, and Bo+dd are also even and odd, respectively, with respect to 
the variable y. 
5. BALLOT PATHS AND RETURN PATHS 
Now that we have enumerated closed paths and ballot paths, we present 
a relation between these statistics, which generalizes Fellers “Main 
Lemma” [2, Section 3.31. Recall that rzn denotes the number of closed 
paths of length 2n and, by Eq. (3.11), R(x) = Cz=0r2nx2n = 1/ 4x. 
LEMMA. Let b, be the number of ballot paths of length n and B(x) = 
C~=Ib,,x”. Then 
(i) 1 + B(x) = (2x + l)R(x) 
(ii) b,,, = r2”, b2n+l = 2r2,,. 
Proof By reflection in the x-axis, the number of ballot paths to (n, m) 
equals the number of ballot paths to (n, -m>. Therefore, the generating 
function B(x) = CE= Ib,,x” is given by 
which, by Eqs. (4.2), 
B(x) = 2B+(x,l), (1) 
B(x) = 
2x - 2x%(x) 
1-2x . 
Substituting the value of D(x) (Eq. (3.4b)) and simplifying immediately 
yields (i) and equating coefficients on both sides of (i) yields (ii). 
6. RETURNS AND SIGN CHANGES VIA BALLOT PATH FUNCTIONS 
Now we apply our results for the ballot path counting function to 
compute successive returns to the x-axis and the number of crossings of 
the x-axis. First we compute these statistics for closed paths, and then, 
after providing a useful generating function identity, we extend the results 
to arbitrary paths. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let r& be the number of positive closed paths of length 
2n with k returns to the x-axis (not counting S, = 0 as a return). We 
represent each such positive closed path as a sequence of k positive first 
returns (Fig. 6.1). 
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The R+-schema for generating such sequences of positive closed paths 
(which corresponds to a sequence of trees) is obtained by adding the 
production rules 
R++ F+uR+ ( F+u 
to the F+-schema for positive first returns. Since each word w  derived 
from the R+-schema is of the form wluwzu . . . wnu, where wi is a word 
derived from the F+-schema, the number of returns in the path repre- 
sented by w  equals the number of occurrences of u in w. 
Hence if we extend the standard homomorphism rp to (p by adding the 
rule “U + y,” then Cp(w) = x2”yk, where w  represents a positive re- 
turn path of length 2n with k returns. Applying Cp, we have (p(fR+) = 
R+(x,Y) = ~;=1&l&kx Y . 2n k The equation of the language is 
R+= F+uR++ F+u. 
Taking the image under ij and solving for R+(x, y) yields 
R+(x,Y) = 
YF+(x) 
1 -yF+(x) ’ 
where F+(x) is the generating function for positive first returns (Section 
3). By Eqs. (3.8a) and (4.2a), we see that 
R+(x, Y) = 
X2YD(X) 
1 - x2yD( x) 
= B+(x,xy). 
Therefore 
2 i b;,X”(Xy)k = i i r2f,kX2nyk 
n=l k=l n=l k=l 
and, equating coefficients, we have 
&,k = b+ Zn-k,k 
which, by the results of Section 4, gives 
r;n, k = &(2n, “). 
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Similarly we compute fzn+ the number of closed paths of length 2n 
(i.e., just S,, = 0) with k returns, with the R-schema formed by adding 
the production rules 
jj + F+& 1 F-uR ( F+u 1 F-u 
to the rules of the schema for F+ and F-, where F- is the schema for 
negative first returns, This represents a closed path by a sequence of 
positive or negative first returns where, as before, the number of occur- 
rences of the symbol u equals the number of returns in the path. Applying 
(p to the equation of the schema, we have 
R(x, Y> = 
2yF+(x) 
1 - 2yF+(x) 
= B+(x,2xy) 
and 
r2n,k = 2*&-(2n;k). 
EXAMPLE 2. A path is said to cross the x-axis at 2i (or have a sign 
change at 23 if S2;-r . S2i+l = -1. Let c~,,~ be the number of closed 
paths of length 2n with k crossings, where n > 0. To minimize the 
number of symbols needed in a schema for computing c2n,k, we first 
simplify the problem. By reflection in the x-axis, c;~,~, the number of 
closed paths of length 2n with k crossings and whose first step is up 
(S, = l), is equal to the number of such paths whose first step is down; 
thus c~,,~ = 24 k. Every path counted by cl& can be viewed as a 
sequence of positive and negative return paths, separated at crossings, 
where the number of crossings is one less than the number of positive and 
negative returns. Moreover, we can view this sequence of positive and 
negative returns as a sequence of positive returns, where it is understood 
that in reconstructing the path, the second, fourth, sixth,. . . returns will 
be reflected in the x-axis (Fig. 6.2). Note that, in order to make our 
representation of closed paths by sequences of positive return paths 
unique, we must exclude positive returns of length zero. 
Our P-schema for sequences of positive returns (of positive length) is 
given by the rules 
c++ D’uc+ I D’, (1) 
D’ + (JY), n = 1,2 ,..., (2) 
D +Q”) 1 t, n = 1,2,... . (3) 
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FIGURE 6.2 
The rules (3) are just the D schema of Section 3 for all positive returns. 
The D’ schema formed by rules (2) and (3) guarantees that the parsing 
trees have at least one edge and thus the corresponding positive return 
paths have positive length. The rules (1) generate sequences of the form 
D’uD’u . . . D’uD’, where the D’ represent positive length positive returns 
and the number of U’S equals the number of positive first returns, which 
corresponds to the number of crossings. 
The equations of the language are 
C+= D’uC++ D’ (4) 
D’= g (nD”) (5) 
n=l 
D = t (nD”) + t. (6) 
n=l 
From (5) and (6) we see that D’ = D - t, and substituting in (4) we have 
C+= (D - t)uC++(D -t). (7) 
As in the last example, we extend the standard homomorphism rp to (p by 
adding the rule u --j y. Then, if w  is a word of the C+-schema, q(cw> = 
xZnyk, where w  represents a return path of length 2n with k crossings and 
S, = 1. Therefore, @(fc+) = C ‘(x, y) = ~=rC~,r~Z+,~x~~y~ satisfies the 
image of equation (71, i.e., 
c+(x, y) = (D(x) - l)yC+(x, Y) + (D(X) - 1)~ 
where D(x) is the generating function for positive returns (Section 3). 
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Therefore, since D(x) - 1 = x2D(x12 (Eq. 3.6), 
D(x) 
- 1 
c+(xJ) x2D2( x) 
1 
x2yD2(x) = = = 1 -Y(q - 1) 1 - x2yDQ) ; 1 - x2yD2(x) ’ 
which, by Eq. (4.5), gives 
Since C(x,y) = C~=1C~,lc2n,kx y 2n k = 2C+(x, y), our determination of 
bl, (Section 4) yields 
‘2n, k = 2c;,,,k = 2b;r,,,k+,, = 2 
When generalizing these results on numbers of returns and cross- 
ings to arbitrary paths, we will encounter expressions of the form 
R(x)B+(x, f(x, y)) and R(x)B&,(x, f(x, y)), where R(x) is the generat- 
ing function for closed paths derived in Section 3. The following lemma 
will help us simplify these expressions. 
Let P ‘(x, y) be the generating function for paths whose endpoint has 
positive height, i.e., P’(x, y) = C~=lC~=lpn,mx”ym, where p,,,, the 
number of paths ending at (n, m), is C(n, (N + m)/2) (Section 4). 
LEMMA. P'(x, y) = R(xM+(x, y). 
The proof follows trivially from the observation that every such path can 
be decomposed into a closed path followed by a positive ballot path (we 
derive an analogous result in the next example). Taking the even part of 
each function with respect to x, and noting that R(x) is even, we have the 
COROLLARY. P&,(x,y) = R(x)B&,,(x,y). 
EXAMPLE 3. Let en,k be the number of paths of length IZ with k 
returns to the x-axis. The set of paths of length it can be decomposed into 
three subsets, according to whether the height of the endpoint of a path is 
positive, negative, or zero. Let E+(x, y), E-(x, y), and &x, y) be the 
generating functions for these sets respectively, and E(x, y) the generating 
function for all paths, where the coefficient of xnyk counts paths of length 
IZ with k returns. R(x, y) is just the generating function derived in 
Example 1, and, by reflection in the x-axi we see that E+(x, y) = 
E-(x, y). Therefore E(x, y) = 2E+(x, y) + R(x, y), and so we shall only 
derive the expression for E+(x, y). 
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Since every path whose endpoint has positive height can be decomposed 
into a closed path followed by positive ballot path, we form the E+-schema 
by adding the rule 
E++ j&+ (8) 
to the rules for the R-schema of Example 1 (for returns in closed paths) 
and to the rules of the F-schema of Section 4 (for positive ballot paths). 
Just as for the E-schema, the number of u’s in a word equals the 
number of returns in the corresponding path, since the ballot path 
component adds no returns. The left parentheses (,, (i, and (,” encode the 
information as to the number of edges, just as for the E- and I?+-schema. 
Hence, if we define the homomorphism p of the E+-schema by 
(n +P, (; +x*-1, (I;’ -u*n, u + y, ) + 1, t + 1, 
then, for any word w  of the E+-schema, p(w) = xnyk, where IZ is the 
length and k is the number of returns of the path corresponding to W. 
Applying @ to the equation E+ = B+, derived from (8), we have 
the induced equation E+(x, y) = @x, y)B+(x, 1) (note that we have 
p(f,+) = B+(x, l), whereas in Section 4 we had Cp(f,+) = B+(x, y), since 
here we have replaced (f --j x*~-‘Y by (z + x2”-l). Therefore, 
E(x, Y) = 245+(x, Y) + R(x, Y) 
= R(x, y)(2B+(x, 1)) + R(x, y). 
Hence, by Eq. (5.1) and the fact that R(x, y) = B+(x,2xy) (see Example 
l), we have 
E(x, y) = B+(x,2xy)B(x) + B+(x,2xy) = (1 + B(x))B+(x,2xy). 
Then, by the lemma of Section 5, E(x, y) = (2x + l)R(x)B+(x, 297) and, 
using our lemma, 
E(x,y) = (2x + l)P+(x,2xy). 
Equating coefficients yields 
e2n, k = 2kp,,-k,k = 2 p, “), 
e2n+l,k = 2k+1p2n-k,k = 2 k+1(2ni “1, 
EXAMPLE 4. Let g,, be the number of paths of length n which cross 
the x-axis k times. A path of length )2 is either a closed path or can be 
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decomposed as a closed path followed by a ballot path. We subdivide 
these cases as follows: 
(a) {closed path of length n} 
(b) {closed path of length 2i, SziP1 > O} followed by {positive ballot 
path of length II - 2i) 
(c) {closed path of length 2i, Szi-r < 0) followed by (negative ballot 
path of length n - 2i) 
(d) {closed path of length 2i, Szi-, > 0) followed by (negative ballot 
path of length IZ - 2i) 
(e) {closed path of length 2i, S,,-i < 0) followed by {positive ballot 
path of length n - 2i). 
The generating function G(x, y) = Cg,,k~nyk will be the sum of the 
generating functions for each of these cases, where, in each case, the 
coefficient of x”yk counts the relevant paths of length 12 with k crossings. 
The generating function for case (a) is the function C(x, y) of Example 2. 
In cases (b) and (c), the generating function for the closed path is clearly 
C(x, y)/2 and for the ballot path it is B(x)/2. Since, in each of these 
cases, pasting the ballot path to the closed path does not change the 
number of crossings, we multiply the generating functions (this is justified, 
as in the last example, by pasting schema together). In cases (d) and (e), 
the closed paths again have the generating function C(x, y)/2, but adding 
the ballot path increases the number of crossings by one, so we use the 
generating function yB(x)/2. Hence the generating functions for these 
two cases is the product yC(x, y)B(x)/4. Therefore, adding these cases, 
we have 
G(x, y) = C(x, y)(l + B(x)/2 + YB(X)/2). 
By the expression for C in Example 2, 
G(x, Y) = +L(x, fi)(2 + B(x) + yqx)), 
which, by the corollary of Section 5, gives 
G(x, Y) = +3&(x, fi)(2 + (1 + 2x)R(x) - 1 
+y((1 + 2x)2?(x) - 1)). 
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Multiplying out and using the corollary to our lemma, 
ww) = (l/Y - WtL,(~,fi) + (l/Y + I)(1 + 2x)P&,(n,fi). 
Equating coefficients, we see that 
g,,,k,= %,2(k+lj - t&,2, +&2(k+l) + &2k = 4 
7. ARC SINE LAWS 
A great deal of interest in the study of lattice paths was motivated by 
Chung and Feller’s discovery that the study of long leads and positive 
sojourn times in a sequence of fair coin tossings is governed by the arc sine 
distribution a2n,2k = C(2k, k)C(2n - 2k, )2 - k) [2, Section 111.41. In this 
section we generalize these results, allowing odd as well as even valued 
parameters. 
A path of length n has a last return at 2k if &!$k = 0 and Si # 0, for 
i > 2k. tit Pn,2k be the number of paths of length IZ with last return at 
2k (note that, since we are counting paths and not computing probabili- 
ties, Our &,, 2k equals 22” times Feller’s C$, 2k)’ 
As in earher examples, we decompose a path into a closed path or a 
closed path followed by a positive or negative ballot path. Hence, by the 
lemma of Section 5, 
@2n,2k = r2kb2n-2k = (tiy2:: Zk) 
and 
P 2n+1,2k = rd’2n-2k+~ = 2(y)(2:: 1:“) 
where we set 6, = 1, so as to include the case of a closed path. 
Now we come to a more substantial generalization. The ith edge of a 
path is the line segment joining (i - 1, Si-,) and 6, Si). We say that the 
ith edge is positive if it lies above the x-axis, except possibly for one of its 
endpoints. We shall compute ao,k, the number of paths of length n with k 
positive edges. 
We seek a schema whose words represent paths in such a way that path 
length and the number of positive edges can be obtained by a homomor- 
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phism. To find the schema, we represent each path as a sequence of 
positive and negative first return paths followed by a positive or negative 
ballot path or the empty path. The schema for representing this sequence 
is the A-schema 
A +F+A I F-A I B+ I B- I t, (1) 
together with the rules of the F+- and F--schema (for positive and 
negative first returns-Section 31, the rules of the B+-schema (for positive 
ballot paths-Section 4) and the rules of the corresponding B--schema 
for negative ballot paths. (The B--schema is formed from the B+-schema 
by replacing B+ by B-, and by superscripting every other symbol with a 
minus sign.) 
The occurrence of a symbol (, or (,” in a word of the A-schema 
corresponds to 2n positive edges in the associated path (since they are 
generated by the rules of the F+- or B+-schema), and thus contribute 2n 
to the path length and the number of positive edges. Similarly, the 
occurrence of (i contributes 2n - 1 to each of these counts. On the other 
hand, the occurrence of (;, (f-, and (z- come from the rules which 
generate negative first returns or a negative ballot path piece of the path. 
Therefore they contribute 2n, 2n, and 2n - 1, respectively, to the length 
of the path and nothing to the number of positive edges. 
We define the homomorphism $ by 
<Afl --f W’“~ (“, + (v)2n-1, (R,(fI)-+X2n, 
(f-*x*n-l, )J,t,t-3 1. 
Then IJl(fA) = A(x, y) = CCa,, k~“yk. Applying $ to the equation 
A = F+A + F-A + B++ B-+ t, 
derived from (l), we have 
A(x,y) =F+(x,y)A(x,y) +F-(x)A(x,y) +B+(x,Y) +X(x) +l, 
where, by the results of Sections 3 and 4, 
F-(x) = F+(x) = x*D(x), 
B-(x) = B+(x,l) = 
x - x*qx> 
1-2x ’ 
F+(x, y) = F+(q) = x*y*D(xy), 
B+(x, y) = B+(xy,l) = 
v - x*Y*qxy) 
l-2xy . 
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Therefore, 
d( 1 + 2.X7)/(1 - 2Xy) + \/( 1 + - 4&Y) 2x)/(1 2X) = 
J~+di-TP * 
To find the coefficient a, k of x”yk, we first break Ax, y> into a sum 
of terms according to the parity of n and k. Note that if 12 is even, then k 
must be even, since there are an even number of positive edges before and 
after the last return; thus u2n,2k+l = 0. Rationalizing the numerator of 
each term in the numerator of A(x, y), decomposing these terms accord- 
ing to the parity of IZ and k, and writing the sum of these expressions 
divided by the denominator of A(x, y), we have 
where 
Ae,e(xp y) = c Ca2&2kx2”y2k = 
b,e(x, Y) = c ~“2n+l,2kx2n+1y2k = 
J--+6-G 
&,(X, Y>  = c ~“2n+1,2k+lx2n+1y2k+1 = 
and where o denotes “odd” and e denotes “even.” 
Expanding each factor of A,, by the binomial theorem, we see that 
4&P Y) = ii0 kkJ y)( “; I :k)X2.y2k~ 
therefore, aZn,2k = PZn,Zk. 
To expand A,, and A,,, we note that A(xy, l/y) = A(x, y); so 
a2n+1,2k+l = a2n+1,2+k)e (2) 
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Therefore, since A,, determines A,,, we expand the former with some 
very extensive calculation. 
Rationalizing the denominator of A,, yields 
&Ax7 Y) = 
H(x7 Y) 
2X(1 - y’) ’ 
where H(x) = \i:ii-YJ$-1. 
(3) 
Expanding H by the binomial theorem, we have 
H(X,Y) = ii ‘{’ 
( 1 
4ix2’(1 _ y2)i(1 - 4x2)-i, 
i=l 
and thus, h2n,2k, the coefficient of x2ny2k in H, is given by 
h2n,2k = ~~ ( ‘i2)4’( ~-li)d.-‘( :i(-l)k 
Substituting this expansion for H into Eq. (3), expanding [2x(1 - y2)]-‘, 
and multiplying, we have 
a2n+1,2k = ; iwhq.+l,,2i 
0 
(:i_ly f l)(i) 
and, by interchanging the order of summation, this gives 
a2n+1,2k 
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Since Cj(-l)‘C(j, i) = -(l - 1)’ = 0, and Zfso,(-lY+‘C(j, i> = 
(- l)k+lC(j - 1, k) [8, p. 1651, we have 
2F,( -(n - k), k + l/2; k + 211) 
which, using the known evaluation of the 2F, [8, p. 2121, 
a2n+1,2k = 
2n;~kI+1(~)(2;I:k)e 
Combining this and Eq. (21, we have 
a2n,2k = P 2n,2k) 
2n - 2k + 1 
a2n+1,2k = n+l P Zn,Zk 7 
2k + 1 
a2n+1,2k+l = ~ n+l P Zn,Zk’ 
8. MAXIMA 
Recall that i is a local maximum for a positive closed path of length 2n, 
if S,-i < Si > Si+i, 1 < i < 2n. We say that i is a global maximum of 
height r, if Si = r and Si 2 Sj, for all j # i. First we calculate the 
distribution of local maxima, which turns out to be conceptually simple but 
computationally horrible. Then we turn to the much deeper problem of 
global maxima and present a partial result. 
In Section 3 we proved that M(x, y) = Cm2n,kx2nyk, where m2,, k is 
the number of positive closed paths of length 2n with k local maxima, 
satisfies 
M(X,Y) =Y + 
X2M(X, Y> 
1 -x%%f(n,y). 
Solving this as a quadratic equation in M leads to an expression we are 
unable to easily expand. Instead we put the equation into a form that can 
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be handled with the Lagrange inversion formula. Solving for y, we have 
y = (1 -x’)Mjl- &q/(1 -x%4). 
Let z = y/(1 - x2) and &x, z) = M(x, z(1 - x2)) = M(x, y). Then 
which is a power series in a, whose coefficients are power series in x. 
Since z(O) = 0, and z’(O) = 1, we can apply the Lagrange inversion 
formula and conclude that M is of the form 
a = g b,(X)Zk, 
k=l 
where b,(x) is a power series in x given by 
bk(x) = $ Res&, 
Z 
where we recall that Rzw is the coefficient of (m?>-l in l/zk, with z 
regarded as a series in M. But, since z = y/(1 - x2), we have 
M(x, y) = M(x, z) = f- b,(X)Zk = 
k=l 
it b,(x)( &)k* 
k=l 
Therefore, the coefficient of yk in M(x, y) is 
bk 1 
(1 -x2)” = k(1 -x’)k 
Res,(l-x2M) 
Which, after expansion, 
(1) 
Therefore m2n. k is the coefficient of x2” in (1). 
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After expanding and performing a series of manipulations similar to 
those for the arc sine distribution in Section 7, we have 
m - $gJ i”)(i: 1)(-1)“-k+1 2n,k - 
= (‘k/c+1 
(l)n-k+l 
zFl(-(n - k + l),i; -nil), 
where the ,F, is a hypergeometric function, and (n), denotes the rising 
factorial, that is, (n), = (n&r + 1). . . (n + k - 1). Using the same expan- 
sion for the 2F1 as in the previous section, and many more manipulations, 
we finally arrive at 
m2n,k = ( - l> 
k+l tk)n-k+l 
(IIn-k+l 
2&(-(k - l),n + 1211) 
= :(;)(k r 1). 
These numbers arise in many combinatorial contexts [l, 9, lo]. 
Now we turn to global maxima. We fix an r > 0 and restrict our 
attention to the set of positive closed paths with global maximum of height 
r. These will be presented by words in the H-schema, whose rules are 
~+(,fv) I to, n = 1,2,... 
H, -Qq) ) t,, n = 1,2 >a** 
. . . 
H r-l +(,,H:) 1 IreI, n = 1,2,... 
H, + t,. 
To see how this gives us global maxima, let r = 2. The word (,(,t,t,)) 
has the parsing tree of Fig. 8.1. Each t, in the word labels a terminal 
vertex in the tree, which has maximum possible distance of 2 from the root 
(the number of edges in a path from the root to the vertex). Under the 
path-tree bijection, those vertices labelled I, correspond to global maxima 
of height 2 in the associated path (Fig. 8.2). 
Similarly, for any fixed r, the number of occurrences of t, in a word of 
the schema equals the number of global maxima of height r in the 
corresponding path. 
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5 t2 
v 
(zH2 H2 ) 
I 
y1) 
H 8, 1 
FIGURE 8.1 
Let the homomorphism o be defined by 
( n + xzn, t, + Y, ti --) 1, for i < I, ) + 1. 
The equations of the language are 
H = t, + 2 (,H;) 
n=l 
m 
. . * 
H, = t,. 
Applying Q, we have the induced equations 
1 
H(x,Y) = 
1 -x2&(x, Y> 
1 
H,(~,Y) = 
1 - x2H2(r, Y) 
. . * 
1 
K-,(x, Y) = 
1 -x~H,(x,Y) 
KG, Y) = Y, 
FIGURE 8.2 
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where a(H) = H(x, y) = ~~=o~“k=oh(r),,,~x2”yk, and h$L,, is the num- 
ber of positive closed paths of length 2n with k global maxima of height r 
(we set /@, = 1). Note that h’;n’ 0, 
maxima have height less than r. 
, n > 0, counts those paths whose global 
Substituting the expression for H, into Hrml, then the expression for 
H,-, into that for Hrv2, and so on, we find a continued fraction for 
H(x, Y>, namely, 
1 
x2 
l- 
x2 
l-. 
x2 
l-- 
1 - x2y 
Continued fractions of this type have been studied by Flajolet [3]. Al- 
though an explicit expression for H(x, y) is easily derived from the 
equations, finding its expansion as a power series seems to be a very 
difficult problem. 
9. OTHER DIRECTION 
Simple random walks with a probability p of moving up at a given step 
and probability q of moving down, p + q = 1, can easily be studied with 
formal schema by an appropriate choice of homomorphism. For example, 
if we apply the homomorphism 
to the D-schema of Section 3, then the coefficient of xzn in the resulting 
generating function is the probability that the walk starts up and returns to 
the x-axis at time 2n, never having crossed the axis at an earlier time (see 
[6] for a similar treatment of branching processes). 
Lattice paths allowing level steps (xi = - l,O, 1) can be encoded by 
words of a schema by including more information in the left parentheses 
symbols. The question of using formal schema to treat lattice paths with 
steps xi > 1 remains open. 
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